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In the in-between of our electric lives circulate mute lights. Our fleeting
paths leave us mouths agape. Beneath its shiny, smooth, gloss, the postmodern
digital screen is a frigid surface. Generalized Existenz reduces the planet to
a flux of image(s). And yet…the burning frisson provoked by a gust of wind in
the Chihuahua desert still provokes a gallop of thought, a brilliant mist that
grips the very soul of the traveler, the passenger, as with the sound of the first
notes of Chris Whitley’s Living With the Law, let us imagine what Aby Warburg, a
guy from Hanseatic Hamburg, might have felt in 1895, taken in by the difference
of the warm light typical of New Mexico before plunging into the half-light of
the Acoma church. The passing of light to shadow in motels is of this order, the
order of the black depths.
Jugnet + Clairet, French artist-patrollers of the Southwest, have no doubt
felt this sensation countless times. It is initiation into light. In the incandescent
bath of the fusion of nature and culture, pushed to its ultimate limits in the
American desert to the return of the big bang, the sensitivity to “infra-mince”
finds its humus. The mechanical gesture of turning on or off the old television
found in the shadows of a motel room takes on the allure of an open sesame
towards the cosmos of indecipherable languages. On these lands where the
Navajo codes decrypt the secret structures of electronic chips and the fleeting
apparition of cathode light, trajective humor is conducive to atmospheric
meditations.

Installation view

Square Roots Series 2015
Acrylic on canvas
74 3/4 x 55 in. / 190 x 140 cm (each)
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Reminiscent languages show on the surface of conscience, in the vacuity
of time between two stops on the road. When one knows, the woolly and yet lively
consciousness that is felt only there, shut up in the carpeted silence of the
motel, one is sheltered, connected to the phantasmagoria of Hollywood by
the umbilicus of the cathode ray tube, with nothing else outside but light,
petrol pumps perhaps, light still, rocks on fire, a cactus, more light, some
asphalt, a big sky, but really big, a creator sky that could crush you.
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In this vertigo of synopsis shaken by the contrast of meaning and of absence,
when one is from Europe, one thinks of Europe as one thinks of one’s mother—it’s
doubtless like this also when one comes from Asia—one thinks of literature and of
cinema, one clings onto words, the words become signs, sculptures, fires, sparks.
They are dry and pass through the wall. They pass through an idea and an image of
painting. One thinks of words and images of light. One thinks of provocations; one
thinks of putting flesh into words, but a fluid flesh, a flesh that escapes, like the
lizard weaves in and out of badly placed concrete bricks that form the border in
front of the motel.
The America of the field of dreams, that which burns, which irradiated so
many lengths of film, it’s the faraway and the close, no surprise that Wim Wenders
spent so much time here. It’s the heterotopia that invades the brain, the nerves, the
spinal cord. Once here, the American traveler lives his plentitude, the European
navigates between somnolence and epilepsy, a revelation of dreams.

The work of Jugnet + Clairet is a game. It engraves and takes away. It
restitutes. It binds the atoms, it celebrates entanglements, it puts joy in the
mind, it is not known how and by what means, in these sinuosities where thought
is dazzled by dry fires, fires without flame.
The pleasure of working with Jugnet + Clairet, in this land they have
strode along countless times and where today, more than ever, they radiate and
irradiate, comes as much from this joy of the mind as the ardent meticulousness
with which they give form to lines and shadows of concentrated light, to these
filaments of the memory of analog time where the classical world embraced the
contemporary to come: modernity content with its electric Eros.

Anne Marie Jugnet and Alain Clairet have the experience of years of
traveling, back-and-forths between light and shadow, of the question posed by the
conflagration between technology and telluric masses, between the brief time of
light and the long time of stones, roads, horizons without end. They have sought
the signs, there is no doubt; they learned life implicitly, that which is closest to
our experiences; that which vibrates under the glossy surface of tactile screens,
in the buried memory of the analog that reminds us of ourselves. A memory that
carries in its breast the silences of John Cage, but in which I also see all the
prolonged notes of Earth1 , and why not the deluges of R.L. Burnside and of Jon
Spencer Blues Explosion. Here is a space that could invade the sonic obsession of
Jérôme Poret’s works, a former student of Jugnet.
Between Europe and America, the true one, that only one that deserves
being dreamed of, Jugnet + Clairet have undertaken the journey of images, fictions,
they have encountered Ezra Pound in old bookstores, they skimmed Albuquerque
and understood its space, they have seen strange lizards and created Pantone
fusions so that painting might express in its iridescent surface the phantom-like
idea of lightning flash. A memory of an image whose materiality is without a doubt
atomic—nothing surprising, so close to Los Alamos.
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1. Earth is an American musical group based in Olympia, Washington, formed in 1989 and led by the guitarist Dylan
Carlson. Earth is recognized as a pioneer of drone metal, with the band’s Earth 2 being regarded as a milestone of the genre.

The Yearling #11 2017
Red neon
17 3/8 x 18 5/8 in. / 44,2 x 47,4 cm
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Installation view

Futur antérieur (Future Perfect) 2017
Acrylic on canvas
51 x 56 in. / 129,5 x 142,24 cm
Atomes crochus #1 (TYIO + PGBS) (Hooked Atoms) 2015
Diptych
Acrylic on canvas
51 3/16 x 51 3/16 in. / 130 x 130 cm (each)
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Installation view
Bookshelves
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ANNE MARIE JUGNET + ALAIN CLAIRET

NM
Tout a été dit,
à moins que les mots ne changent de sens,
et les sens de mots.
J.-L.G., Alphaville

The Yearling (neon from the Cue Marks series)
Cue Marks, or Cigarette Burns, are these marks that appear furtively in films, most
often in the upper right corner of the screen, to signal the imminent reel change
to the projectionist. This dispositive comes from film history, from the copy, the
machinery of cinema, the physical weight of images. It is a question of survival:
today films are digitized and transmitted by cable. These marks have no more
reason to be but are still present, escaping general attention. We put together
a collection, and then established a chrono-typology of these burns in order to
realize several films or video installations, paintings and neons. These works
have as a title the title of the film to which they refer.

Everything has been said,
unless the words change meaning,
and meanings change words.
J.-L.G., Alphaville

“I’ve just understood that NM isn’t the title of your exhibition but the name of the
state that Las Vegas is in” (excerpt from an email from Gaëlle Obiégly, February
1, 2017)1 .
Following this exchange with Gaëlle, the title of our exhibition at Mayeur Projects
established itself.
Three series of paintings (works of language) will be installed at Mayeur Projects,
as well as two neons.

Square Roots
Word plays and image plays, this series enters into the category of language
works—language, mathematical symbols and image become conflated.
They are portraits of plants and their roots backlit against a background of a
color gradient evoking the sky, the light of the American Southwest.
These paintings are inspired by a series of drawings that we executed in a
cursory manner. The enlarged figures are encircled by a white net like drop
caps, initiating the link between language and painting.
The representation of vegetation with roots refers to the Indian frescos in the
Acoma church in New Mexico (this church was photographed by Aby Warburg in
1896).
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1. Gaëlle Obiégly is a French novelist. N’être personne is her latest novel published by editions Verticales in 2017.

Atomes crochus (Hooked Atoms)
The series refers to the representation of the cohesion of matter according to
Democrite and Epicure.
In quantum physics, from 1935 hooked atoms were brought back by Einstein, Podolski
and Rosen, and then with Schrödinger who invented the word “entanglement.” Two
intertwined particles are in a strange state. No matter what distance separates them,
their behavior is similar. Their relationship forms a unique and inseparable system.
In our diptychs composed of two colors fading into white, we left out the drawing
of hooked atoms: the figure is in the title.

Hooked Atoms, drawings
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Futur antérieur, Plus-que-parfait (Future Perfect, Past Perfect)
Futur antérieur, in white outline letters, are in the center of a fake square, on a
pink to blue gradient, evoking a sunrise. Plus-que-parfait, in gray outline letters,
are in the center of a fake square, on a yellow to red gradient, evoking a sunset.
Two paintings, two combinations or conjugations, which upon a second reading call
forth an almost photographic pause.
The words Futur antérieur (in French: past future, a temporal oxymoron) pass
from a simple proposition to a vertiginous conception (Borgesian) of time.
As for the words Plus-que-parfait (in French: more than perfect), they pose the
question of achievement and going beyond perfection.
Pendeloques (Crystals)
We excerpted three details, three crystals, of an 18th century chandelier. After
having drawn the contour, we enlarged the three drawings, in order to realize
neons of different sizes in proportion to the space in which they came to inhabit.
This “blow up” comes from a process common to all of our works: sample or
capture, displacement or shift, a magnifying or immersive effect.
At Mayeur Projects two similar red crystals, intersecting at right angles, will hang
from the ceiling facing the fireplace in a windowless room. Close to the crystals,
on the wall blocking a former window, we will hang the painting Plus-que-parfait
alluding to a sunset.
Several authors and art historians’ books related to the exhibition will be available
on bookshelves flanking the hearth.

Installation view

Pendeloques #5 (Crystals) 2017
Red neon
51 x 29 x 29 1/2 in. / 129,5 x 74 x 75 cm
Plus-que-parfait (Past Perfect) 2017
Acrylic on canvas
51 x 56 in. / 129,5 x 142,24 cm
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Futur antérieur (Future Perfect) 2017
Acrylic on canvas
51 x 56 in. / 129,5 x 142,24 cm
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Plus-que-parfait (Past Perfect) 2017
Acrylic on canvas
51 x 56 in. / 129,5 x 142,24 cm
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Square Root #1 2015
Acrylic on canvas
74 3/4 x 55 in. / 190 x 140 cm
Square Root #2 2015
Acrylic on canvas
74 3/4 x 55 in. / 190 x 140 cm
Collection of the artists
Square Root #3 2015
Acrylic on canvas
74 3/4 x 55 in. / 190 x 140 cm
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Square Root #4 2015
Acrylic on canvas
74 3/4 x 55 in. / 190 x 140 cm
Square Root #5 2015
Acrylic on canvas
74 3/4 x 55 in. / 190 x 140 cm
Square Root #6 2015
Acrylic on canvas
74 3/4 x 55 in. / 190 x 140 cm
Private Collection, Brussels
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Square Root #7 2015
Acrylic on canvas
74 3/4 x 55 in. / 190 x 140 cm
Square Root #11 2015
Acrylic on canvas
74 3/4 x 55 in. / 190 x 140 cm
Square Root #14 2015
Acrylic on canvas
74 3/4 x 55 in. / 190 x 140 cm
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Founded in 2016 by French collector and entrepreneur Christian Mayeur, Mayeur
Projects is a contemporary art gallery and residency, supporting emerging as
well as established artists. Privileging art that is above all an experience, our
aim is to create a context of encounters between artist and viewer, the object and
the body, the real and the imaginary, the global and the local, the social and the
environmental, the concerns of tomorrow and the concerns of today.

JUGNET

We met in 1995 in New York and decided to work together in 1997. Our imaginary is
principally nourished by the landscapes and the culture of the American southwest.
From 2005 to 2012, we lived in Santa Fe (NM). In 2016, we went to live in Lamy (NM).

CLAIRET

NM

Our work, beyond an autobiographical dimension, explores and develops that which
escapes the ordinary attention of the surrounding world and comes back to an
intimate art history.

September 9 - October 21, 2017
Opening Reception Friday September 8, 5-8 PM
Mayeur Projects
200-202 Plaza Park
Las Vegas, NM 87701
mayeurprojects.com

All that is imposed by sudden emergence, strangeness, dazzlement.
We begin with events and objects encountered during trips that develop our
series: deserts, dead ends, the rarity of information, discrete units, minor
changes, details, intervals, in-betweens constitute the universe of our work.
Our point of view is peripheral, we are interested in the margins, the background,
the depths.
Lamy, June 2017
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